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m a g p i e

MAGPIE 

I do not know what a magpie is 

I will say 'bird' 

eats from gardens sits on open window sills of pie cookers 

people have favorite birds 

I like the cardinal 

the male cardinal is red 

the female cardinal is brown 

cardinals mate for life 

penguins are cute and have character 

ostriches run fast and have character 

eagles dive for fish 

geese migrate 

shorebirds have long necks 

some shorebirds scurry with the surf 

a vulture may have an eight foot wingspan 

soar for hours 

toucans are colorful 

and hummingbirds 

the magpie 

I do not know 
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THE RACCON WILL DIP ITS FOOD IN WATER AFORE EATING ITS FOOD 

the omnivore at 

the campground 

found 

an half eaten sausage 

the omnivore at 

the campground 

found 

a banana peel with some banana in 

it 

after dark 

the omnivore with 

its behind in the air at 

the dumpster at 

the campground 

licked 

the interior of a bean can 

nor cared what sound 

the omnivore at 

the campground 

the potato chip 

the full moon 

the fighting omnivores at 

middle night 

the campground 

the tent near 

the dirty frying pan 

the omnivore at 

the campground 

chawed through 

the hanging food bag 

the omnivore at 

the campground 

found 

the park ranger's catfood 

the omnivore at 

the creek 

the caught beetle for 

attention 
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DISFORM AND DISCONTENT 

having established 

an audience 

presentation unto 

there were 

and 

disform and discontent upon 

one's own intentions of rulebreaking 

what is the sphere though 

the spinning circle 

π [pi] radius radiand something times something square root and 

parametered [thus] 

volume 

so disform is without like avocation is without and 

there were a breakroom with a vending machine and 

no other individual present 

the content unto 

the audience [undefined] [a-audience] nor [i-audience] [were to establish a confusory 

base] unto 

what I have to say is 

'you all have nice hats today' and 

'how do you like my hat' and 

'yes, there is a second sphere' 'about' 'and I will not tell you the nature and purpose 

of the second sphere' and 

absence is ' ' and 

the eternal is governed by the spatial and the infinite is governed by the eternal 

a person at a chalkboard once mentioned 'time is the fire we all burn in' and 

he was not speaking as yoda 
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IRREMEDIABLY [RE PRÉVERT] 

the nationalist having met 

the solution and 

an hegemons one unto another 

heretofortoupon the panacaea is complete [all hail panacaea] and 

rejection 

on general principle 

iodine is good will convince chicken meat like antibiotics will convince chicken meat and 

without nutrition thereupon and 

there are no microbes no bacterias no viruses [no] [none] [zippo] [absent] 

to have swept within parameters is a game 

I enjoy a good game on occasion 

I enjoy chess across the table from an opposer 

nor say that which is exterior to a chessboard sweep of twenty three moves is relevant 

the metaphor the metaphor is for 

poets is for 

language 

and how particular in our being shall we be and shall we maintain each our own axiology 

[as close as we may or may not be] 

the hegemon the statesman [only] for having recognized [their own] and 

the parameters of [their own] 

and were sightly the triplicate map of land nearby 

I prefer paper maps 

john steinbeck and his canine travel like studs turkel are a demonstrative road trip in 

print regardless of his other publications 

rocinante was don quixote's the famous 

the horse 

and so was john steinbeck's the truck with a camper named rocinante for miguel de 

cervantez' same 

and the deliberate 

the anthropologist is no position 

positions themself like carl rogers 

takes notes 

establishes a theory 

[then] 

and the war correspondent [ted koppel] eventually brings boredom to people of all 

varieties 

and the cameraperson 

as volatile to hold a camera among whizzing bullets as to speak among whizzing bullets 

on the importance of hegemony 

on the importance of understanding the concept [the notion] [the ponder] [the reckon] of 

panacaea 

on the importance of the concept of panacaea 

on the first panacaea were lithic the hold of a tool a weapon which is useful 

on panacaea on a tamed environment 

on panacaea on a peripheralism which may or may not be relevant 

on panacaea related to late eighteen hundred authors darwin haeckel spencer 

on natural resources 

on boredom 

on the creation of art on the appreciation of art as opiate 

on nonacceptance of panacaea 

on placebos and the virtue of placebos in regards to four to seventeen year olds 

on sugar pills and the virtue of sugar pills in regards to four to seventeen year olds 

I once snuck a flintstone vitamin when no one was looking at age six 
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RITUAL AS ALLEGORY 

the sabbath and 

biblical 

the ritual of mass 

the ritual of communion 

transubstantiation is a word I have learned and 

the ingestion 
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CULTURAL NATURALISM AND SOCIAL INTERCOURSE 

and the punctuative [ ; - ] were 

dewey's 

as written 

the laboratory were his headmistress wife's 

a behavioral aspect of a controlled environment is 

one [thing] is [better] than another [thing] 

and a students depart in the afternoon having 'learned' 

and whether a students 'educate' their society 

and a child centered school is innate with value 

and to say value is inherent to the classroom to accept 

a teacher handle the unformed 

positively 

because a sterile classroom cannot exist 

[the lecture podium] 

[the intentional objects within a classroom] 

[the assignments] 

[the lesson plans] 

and to consider [strings] of what considers itself authority as potentially 

intrusive to 

the classroom environment 

naturalism were a path to nature and or naturalism were a path to a preferable nature 

[and cultural] [within the context of teaching and learning] 
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QUEEN OF HEARTS UNDERSEA OR IS IT I 

of the ocean 

a darkness deep 

for the water stops 

the sun 

and were the ocean 

where the stars 

I do not know 

and a distance without knowing is 

only romantic 
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MEDICINE MANCHILD 

the dinosaur is large 

[large] 

and the dinosaur is not very intelligent 

the dinosaur may be one football field long 

the dinosaur is not very intelligent in either of its brains one of which is used to 

swing its tail 

dinosaurs do not get sick 

dinosaurs go extinct all at once 

could be one giant volcano 

could be cloudcover stops food growth 

dinosaurs do not keep track of history nor should they 

dinosaurs live at the equator 

dinosaurs have no natural predators 

dinosaurs stand to half the depth of their legs in mud all their lives 

dinosaurs lay eggs 

dinosaur eggs incubate 

dinosaur eggs hatch 

baby dinosaurs are not parented 

baby dinosaurs scurry from the egged nest to start their own 

dinosaurs grow quickly from the large watermelon shaped egg size into the football field 

size in no time 

dinosaurs are colored green 

dinosaurs have bones 

whether dinosaurs name their eggs 

dinosaurs are reptiles 

I am not aware whether reptiles [riparians] have genders 

the story is a folktale the story is a fable the story is a fairy tale 

campfires require 

wood / kinling 

oxygen 

spark [flint steel] 

a fire is your friend someone once mentioned 

a fire scares away animals 

a fire is heat 

a fire is light 

a fire is social 

a fire is for boiling water 
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[AT CMC 2/6/2024] 

the lanky woman with no bra 

made sure there was bread to be given and 

oil 

olive oil of the mediterranean variety 

not all appreciate the food pantry like I and 

today 

a cardigan of silk atop and 

loose 

draped 

pastel 

a short hair just long enough to be 

brushed fashion 

and her brisk step is 

something to do 

an office the door ajar and with 

telephone 

bread needs exist for bread to be given 

there is a chapel in a good place thought for other reasons 

and a kitchen 

and a meeting room 

there is a room with shelves of bread and soup 

I do not know what is in the basement 

I do not know what is in the second floor 

bingo night sounds like a good time 

there are fifteen numbers for b fifteen numbers for i fifteen numbers for n fifteen 

numbers for g fifteen numbers for o; - b: 1-15 i:16-30 n:31-45 g:45-60 o:61-76 

the child care room looks appropriate 

the chapel lights are off 

a stained glass panels on one wall are lighted in the afternoon 

indirectly 
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SIGHTSEEING 

the lake called for something among the mountains 

snowmelt and 

one or two trout 

summer 

and where gravel fills a chutes and 

near to waters' edge 

and the seasonal river graveled on the edges 

there is a city twenty minutes away by renault 

a wooden bridge one quarter mile long for no particular reason and 

covered 

for snow I imagine 

I must be leaving shortly 

my flight is tomorrow 
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1. 

the competitive haiku:  subject: aerial view from a climbed tree 

were the branch pokey 

abrush t'see the horizon 

trees afar as sight 

2. 

the competitive free syllable haiku:  subject: aerial view from a climbed tree 

opened bark foothold fifteen feet first branch and near the top 

the trunk bends subtle 

the horizon 
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I LIKE THE NAME _CELESTE_ 

celestial 

as of the stars 

and with frizzed hair were it and 

a sister 

nor so common with tea 

the neighborhood 

and childhood catechism ccd 

[classroom] 

celeste is a name for a girl I once used the word celeste in a poem 

_ 
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† on the library volunteer exposing her stomach and 

on the assistant librarian ignoring me 

o 

the o is whitman 

in third grade the ten weekly word spelling test ink on paper fifteen weeks in a row I 

received one hundred percent were apparently one hundred fifty of one hundred fifty words 

as it were I actually misspelled one word of one hundred fifty though I earned extra 

credit for 'oh' with a comma 

only one other third grade student in the class spelled one hundred and fifty words 

correctly though we both earned one hundred percent accuracy 

the library volunteer had a good tan 

I have a plague doctor's mask 

o she was a reader 

I would assume my volunteer shift at the close of her volunteer shift 

I may have recommended a book or another 

her name was sarah 

not the sarah who took over for me afterwards though her name was sarah 

the same name as the infertile and or frigid woman who gave birth to abraham's child at 

abraham's one hundredth age; -or was it sarah was one hundred 

anyway 

the second aftermyshift sarah introduced several varieties of her acquaintances nor 

showed me her stomach 

anyway 

librarians concentrate 

librarians are orderly 

_ 

there once was a librarian at a private library inwhich 

patrons are not expected 

began a research project 

used the bookbinding equipment 

looked at the breakroom corkboard for upcoming lectures 

updated the reading room dictionary 

read a book 

read a one page essay dewey decimaled in a file cabinet kept in a manila folder by a park 

ranger 

† looked through map drawers 
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† about censorship 

I associate censorship with martin espada jd [social pathologist] 

fran rall was there and deliberately sat three chairs from me in the second row 

I speak of another time though 

six years prior martin espada jd [social pathologist] sat on a five poet panel and was 

asked by the moderator something regarding censorship and martin espada jd [social 

pathologist] convinced me censorship was an important aspect to responsible publishing 

and discourse in general 

writers and publishers sign their names at the beginning of a book publishing as well as 

the publication of a single poem to be printed 

there are three colleges in amherst Massachusetts one of which is the flagship university 

of Massachusetts I am not familiar with which college martin espada jd [social 

pathologist] taught at he may have mentioned on the back cover of his book _republic of 

poetry_ 

censorship were authority's 

were one writing they may edit at the end of their five page poem 

one may consider themself the authority of their own writing 

were one's writing completed and a manuscript sent to a publisher the publisher may 

express interest though not until signatures by the writer and publisher were the 

publisher authority within the parameters of what the writer and publisher agreed to in 

relation to the manuscript 

censorship in the kindergarten through twelfth grade classroom including childrearing of 

those aged five to seventeen years of age 

deception may or may not be important said an author once 

a child in a swimming pool struggling to remain at the surface of the water may warrant 

no verbal exchange or logic 

a child taught to swim at age three may not be deception 

were the easter bunny deception 

and santa claus 

a softening of an introduction of a theological holidays 

a phenomenal familial event every year 

foundations of a growing up environment [whether you like it or not] 

the ethical censor 

the moral censor 

ethics is in relation to united states currency 

the ethical censor 

intentional deception and the ethical censor 

nonintentional deception and the ethical censor 

† dogooding and moneymaking including aspects of advertising and what is presented as 

final advertisement 
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† denotations connotations 

said missus barron 

and I have an unabridged dictionary 

conversational 

the word choice 

and were sailing 

and were setting sail 

'setting' the verb the 'sail' the noun 

I once had a sailing raincoat of red and blue and white plastic I once skied in 

and good for the rain 

and I had ducks resembled sorrels good for puddles 

one corporate identity nor another 

olympia nor olympia nor the geopolitic nor olympus the greek great god nor to be confused 

with zeus rather there is a mountain called olympus twenty six miles tall named for 

mythology as all astroethnoastronomers know 

and astrogeologists and astrosamplers are or are not trained to know and sample [only] 

second place is important and perhaps desirable to number one said morrie the famous 

dying and dead academic from tufts made into a book nor brandeis with a veritas veritas 

of its own nor I read the sequel about meeting people eclectically esoterically 

wanderingly passively intentionally afore death actual and I fell asleep for the end of 

the netflix movie 

there was a good netflix documentary about jack white jimmy page edge and another about 

keith richards 

and a national park pbs documentary answered all of my questions after theodore roosevelt 

introduced john muir who introduced ansel adams 

said missus barron to us her seventeen year old high school senior class 

_audience_ 

† and she had more to say 

combs her once in the morning not again until the next morning 
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† once bought a can of chewing tobacco 

went to a rodeo 

sang a song 

published a book of poems 

I have never been to alaska and michelle shocked has been to arkansas 

anchored down in anchorage 

I have heard lettuce grows as large as watermelons and 

flies swarm 

and herring is like norway herring 

and there is a library in wasilla and sarah palin has visited sedona on a campaign tour 

[anyway] 

I have never ridden an electric bull 

I have never skied behind a snow machine and 

I learned from an alaskan local the value of slicks as mountain bicycle tires 

ski crampons are for climbing 

self arrest ice axe on the end of a ski pole is good for an icy chute 

how to make an igloo 

do people still walk across the bering straight 

can whale be purchased at the grocery store 

ritual as allegory 
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† the cave the allegory of the cave of plato inwhich 

members of the republic decided 

to learn or to remain where they were and learn and ponder of learning 

were one to exit the cave the would have learned and could not return to not having 

learned in relation to an exterior to the cave 

what I know of shadows 

there were a candle 

and I to face the opposite direction 

a silhouette 

and were someone 

without my knowledge to move the candle in various directions 

my silhouette would shift upon the wall in front of me 

what I know of shadows 

and what blocks the wind 

and the smell of frozen food 

the texture of frozen water and what pokes through lake ice in january 

were a fish below 

I assume [because] 

the fish are caught in may when a green returns 

an assumptions upon [ken] 

[ken] is the epistemological entirety one individual holds within themself 

whether accurate or no 

a gathered knowledge continues until it is refuted or something new is ponderable 

on the transformative transcendental nature of [ken] 

what I believe 

what is relevant to environment context 

what environment to I live within 

what shall I give attention to inwhich tomorrow I may apply 

the cave inwhich one walks two miles into 

turns off their flashlight 

the cave inwhich another exit exists 

the temperature of the cave is fifty two degrees year round 

hg wells and the cave people may or may not have eaten fungus by phospholuminescent light 

the rural 
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† said the city 

the industrial an other another 

the rural and the cow 

nonordinance 

one goat per point three three acres said the city 

the elected city council public relations press release to 

the big newspaper 

and the country drive on 

the interstate highway 

there were [no] cars in sight on the way traveling 

were taxation 

the state the state o 

all divisions then inwhich nonprofiteering 

the secular nonprofit 

the faith based charity nonprofit 

the faith based scholar saint nonprofit 

the faith based affirmative action saint nonprofit 

the little league nonprofit like ayso and 

competitive municipal softball 

from the city hall 

the rural 

were the money church gone to the city to qualify to teach english 

return home by train 

I saw a movie 

were huguenots were the first to cause a settlement 

the rural and what surrounds 

the rural and an economics considered to commute to the city 

the rural 

o fresh 

the airbath 

nor one to notice the naked family stretching [because] 

benjamin franklin said 

best not to smell to others when among an absence of indoor plumbing 

the rural 

and it snows 

and the stock of food to last through 

the melt 

civil war 

were known 
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† history 

civil 

and the standards of the acquisition of ends 

for were oppression 

for were desire the desirable 

and the let one city to another of resources 

oppressive andwith sums 

there is a difference atween them and us for simple reason 

nor all civil war to arms 

nor the ends of all civil war to rest as 

history 

the confluence of history is noted in 

historiography like 

histories 

a same event and 

rewritten say revisionism 

because the philosophy of history accounts for the future and 

what is recorded 

the library and 

the competition for books 

is only rational 

a competitive sects of corporate america 

a complementary sects of corporate america 

what is expected of public america inwhich corporate is included 

a competitive sects of corporate america because 

the last is slow and 

the democratic rule process 

civil war 

I grow cold at the same 

were nominalism upon the grocery store shelf called competitive 

[they] were more substantive in asking a question 

[they] were more substantive in the question itself 

were once a divisions geographic 

[are] as become 

the registered organization 
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† 

andnow nonprofit for 

twenty percent off hilton room service with [ah] 

business card 

raised lettering 

I should have more printed 

rivers 

the garden hose left open on the backyard hill 

erosion 

rivulets 

pools and puddles over 

the dug dam with one's hands 

pools until 

a wall can no longer hold 

the body of water like 

edward abbey 

and he goes and eats raw hamburger from someone else's cooler at the closest campsight 

in front of the campers 
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† ]habits] and atween 

were governed [then] 

easy said the sunrise it is now 

noon 

I know because the sun is at its highest and 

I was wearing no wristwatch on june twenty 

tomorrow a shorter day 

I have been telling myself for years 

tomorrow a shorter day 

and the next 

shorter 

were governed 

the seasons and a weathers among and 

were the sabbath [then] 

there are seven days in one week the calendar the gregorian calendar inwhich 

a planning for a winter vacation in quasi cool santa barbara with sand 

months away 

were united states currency an habit [money is stupid] no 

united states currency is no habit and to say 

a barterism may or may not have lent to habits of grain exchange trade and stock exchange 

indeed 

a proper garden clothes are coveralls of any color 

in the morning atop an undergarments 

a teeth brushed with colgate saccharin [because] the label said the colgate with 
saccharin was [good] 

and how I know my favorite color [colour] say muensterberg [no] 

green is a nice hue to teal 

a kitchen motif with 

morning folgers 
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† footwear and the national guard 

I owned a pair of asolos 

quality hiking boots 

seventy percent off 

I recommend for the national guard if you are enlisted for two or four years 

a chunk of rubber broke from the sole of one of my asolos at year five 

I own a pair of danner made in usa hiking boots 

quality hiking boots 

I paid full price 

heavy duty climbable-ism red lace leather hiking boots like switzerland 

the red laces could be exchanged for camouflage 

they are still durable and resilient after more than ten years 

they have instep support 

good tread 

they are not steel toe [thus] nor so important for forklifting were forklifting your 

assignment 

mink oil has kept my sorrels brand new for forty years and mink oil is good for baseball 

gloves 

try mink oil on your danner hiking boots military aficionado and yours will be [good] for 

years and years 

I own a pair of k-swiss tennis shoes 

k-swiss tennis shoes are good for hiking the grand canyon with a sixty pound pack 

tevas are [good] for hiking as well as were there no gravel to [get] atween the sole and 

the sock or foot thereof 

pink nike municipal combat boots may be [good] for [you] if you are escorting children 

into an elementary school 

[or] 

driving a yellow school bus  [because] no one else wants to drive a yellow school bus 1

 red blue yellow are the primary colors1
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† 

were deciduous trees perennial 

like flowers every 

spring 

and a leaves return I expect 

say the span of life of an elm 

were pollen to procreation once per year 

a leaves do bud and 

pollen 

death upon a spanned two hundred years 

and standing 

the old tree stands 

only 

in a day the tree does fall to rot 

to decay to 

fertilizer another forest 

were a termite 

and 

the raccoon a nest 

the density of the forest and the health of the forest 

the ecologics of the forest 

a roots cannot cross 

there is only nutrition the depth of the roots 

and the rain 

here is no desert as some place is a desert 

a tree 

seeded near to its disperser 

and were forest grown were 

tree by tree and dying a time after dissemination 

the perennial and 

again 

dormant 

a snow 
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† 

the curiosity of the flickering light 

anticipation 

I once knew extra sensory perception 

and then I realized I did not know extra sensory perception 

the flickering light 

the miswired light I assume 

and the evening news something israel suez canal baseball 

I am not familiar with morse code 

I am not familiar with the language of snowboarding 

I am not familiar with eyewinking eyeblinking unibrowing and communication therelikes and 

whereofness [gadzooks] [there once was a silent film called _mime_] 

I am not familiar with lightning and to say appreciation at the zap kind of lightning and 

the boom to follow three seconds after 

tornados are good communication 

red algae tide may or may not be good communicators though not so much an act of god to 

be inundated by a red tide any moreso than an overpopulation of locusts given a 

conditions 

the mechanical do not communicate 

and the blinked light the incandescent requires replacement to continue the chapter 

only that I was reading a sexy part of history at the time 

[curious] 

the most curious [thing] I have ever seen is a sand dune shape a volcano an ocean swell a 

cloud formation a clear night sky of the milky way a blizzard 

the candle 

flickers 
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† 

something inherent about always having been 

I could present formal identification of my birth and life events since 

I could show a scar 

write of a memory 

the inherent question to inherency 

did time exist before I was born I cannot say with certainty 

there are gravestones 

there is evidence of geologic phenomena 

and sunburns and summers and age are evident at age forty 

a stories 

a folktales 

I have always been here 

traveled some 

settled 

_ 

inherent 

were nature were confidence nor question 

[there were a form] [there were a forms within] [the form] 
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† 

warm smell of caliph dust 

rising up through the air 

living it up at the hotel california 

 there is a sharp dirt cliff fifty feet eroded to ocean's rocky edge 

 there is a dolphin and another among the swells 

 and kelp floating kelp and shore kelp 

 I have heard kelp is edible 

 there is a coffee maker in the room at the hotel california two disposable filter 

stitched regular coffee pot packets of regular coffee are reasonable at once for medium 

strength coffee 

 door slighted to the midmorning 
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† bella 

the feminine of bell ofwhich bell rock 

belladonna the other 

belagona the other 

and the anglo were exterior the isolated group 

the belle is 

attractive and neat and the dry county 

every employee a bottle per batch 

[the thing about setting a drink next to someone] 

[the drink may or may not be consumed] 

words are words and silence is silence and action is action 

abv forty percent is no social prescription to regard 

inebriation as expected and 

I do not enjoy your company nor a pavlovian manner inwhich 

there are orcas at seaworld in san diego 

raise their noses above an artificial saltwater surface to receive 

fish from an human handler 

fish tastes good to a killer whale and 

the forty million gallon saltwater tank may or may not be the same tank 

the highdiver uses after the orca act from 

one hundred and fifty feet above the water surface via scaffold 

quite nervewracking to watch someone dive from heighths and 

the front row 

the orcas splash against the glass near the bleachers causes 

wetness and delight to onlookers 

bella sounds spanish I have never met a bella 

whether orcas salivate 

orcas are known to live in the arctic circle seal eating region 

may migrate 

I saw a pbs documentary 

may travel in pods 

nor whales in the desert 

were one to live in the wide expanse of the open ocean like the blue whale 

three hundred yards long 

eating krill and 

imagining nor need of imagining no end to water 

the expanse of thought of a traveling blue whale may be [curious] 

and without stars for blue whales live undersea though to surface 

to breathe 

and the dolphin at sea world eats fish 

and the walrus at sea world eats the same fish 

exterior to one's own [them] 

inherently the anthropologist [I] 

and I have no [otherness] for [you] 

and training is no education and 

the concept of liberation theology is intended for one's own 

[species] is 

related to education anthropology religion 
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† 

the grand unified placebo 

leaves room for pondering were there 

an understanding 

a placebo is a placebo 

[then] 

the placebo no longer exists 

and in the interest of collective pondering via 

a nearest pharmacy 

[say chocolate] [I prefer milk chocolate] 

[really] [aka rilly] 

there is nothing holds us together 

operatively a senses each [that] 

it [sherr] is cold today 

[catch any fish] 

[anyway smalltalk I do not care what is said] 

it [sherr] is cold today 

genaeology is something 

species survival is something 

I once ate a blackberry from the ground [does [that] count] [question] 

and the peapods from the truck 

they were just in the road [so] 

tools are important 

stanley kubrick presented a single group of mammals 

one mammal with opposable thumbs found a quadricep bone of a swine on the ground 

bonked one of his tribal pals 

proved he could use lithic like no other 

fromwhence 

the tribe of [he] expanded and diaspora'ed like no other for being the first 

and the women in their nests like 

the elders with their grown children gone away 

[the hunters] 

[berries on occasion] 

nor consumption of placebo nor nonplacebo as introduced rather 

there were action 

there were learning 

and a fences in the easing of irregular hunts 

a containment of oneselves in [city] eventual for prosperity is defined and 

trade is defined 

a question of the nature and foundations of competition 
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† 

original research 

[say] the morning 

[this very morning 

[write] of 

witness 

and there were records [then] 

the white cotton archive gloves 

[that] a frail paper not be damaged 

library practice that other libraries a copy and 

translations [...] 

original research unto the source 

to hold what is old 

to interpret what is old originally 

social research 

the qualitative 

research of existing research 

foundations 

[original documents] [original context] 

were the author [the researcher ~two hundred years past] 

childlike nor childish mentions john dewey 

a curious question I am interested 

the rules of original research 

1]  define the question 

2]  define how the answer to the question may be located 

3]  locate and study original documents 

[in relation to social foundations research] 

_ 

on nontranslated poetry 

the etymology and social context of language is different from one language to another 

one word is not directly translatable as another word 

poetry is exact 
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the ladder and the tall building 

the birdnest in the wall chimney 

the three story ladder wobbles 

the daylight afternoon 

shadow of 

the ladder 

the three story ladder wobbles 

makes an aluminum sound 

and the birds I notice on 

the not yet green grass 
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the pancake 

in butter 

batter in butter fry with 

chocolate chips 

flip upon a dried upper edges 

recipe 

andwith maple syrup from a tree or 

aunt jemima 

in cotton dress 

barefoot 

glass of milk 
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the appearance of the elder 

and to recognize the elder 

[then] 

[how old are you] [question] 

[you must be old] 

[you must have experienced] [a lot] 

[you must know] [things] 

[what have you done during your lifetime] 

[what have you eaten] 

and to recognize the elder and 

I have no question 

were there no proper introduction 
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ritual as allegory 

were prayer before sleep 

[fifteen minutes] 

and sleep [then] 
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ritual as allegory 

the tale 

the ferry 

back and forth and back 

nor the ferryman required to say a word 

[their crossing] 
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ritual as allegory 

were the hat 

were the language of one who wears an hat 

were the language of one who wears no hat 
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ritual as allegory 

the morning oil 

the acura 

sunrise dew 
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ritual as allegory 

is next year's confidence 

a travels [put] 

[done] 

teleologics and praxis and there were a frozen pie in the freezer 

tomorrows laundry 
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ritual as allegory 

the lighting of a campfire 

were there gasoline 

the lighting of a campfire 

paper 

leaned kinling 

larger split pine 

the campfire 

a fire is your friend and it is dark and there are stars 

someone brings marshmallows [okay] and 

hot dogs on a stick are [alright] 

someone folklore says something 

meditation staring at a friend with jim beam 

sitting on a log 

poke the fire with a stick 

returning to the log 

leave the fire circle to arrange one's sleeping bag 

returning to the log 

say [I am _hitting the hay_] and go to sleep 

fire burns out 

morning 

paper and kinling on the previous night's fire 

smoke 

[the same fire] 

[for coffee] 
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paeidology 

the larval and the rain 

paed uh goe 'g and the larval in the rain 

were curriculum material [thus] fertilizer and 

the larval do think 

and 'the rain is cold' it is 'forty one degrees fahrenheit' 

nor material to mention the weather 

the measures of the larval are not the measures by the larval 

inna season the larval will be 

full grown 

_ 

and the paedagogue died at retirement age 

_ 

just like professor doctor L Earl Shaw the political scientist and 

johann herbart one of the many great herbs 
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theogogy 

were the theogogue 

aknock with 

leaflets 

afterdark 

and the larval 

_ 

and the theostrian bridge with flying bicycles 

just like I seen on tv 

_ 

theomony 

and the hegemonics of theocratic geopolitics andwere 

spatial 

[ultimately] 

eg a river divides a likeness and a likeness 

eg a canyon 

an hegemonics [that they are recognized] 

were sunday my sabbath and flower seeds for the season to 

you 

were good faith [to say atween] [nor] [and to say my intentions] [just] 

and the sundown further beyond for [your] later lightness 

and I the sunrise 

_ 

the suspension cable over the river 

a metal _car_ suspended from the cable to pull the cable 

by hand 

to reach the other side 
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the hydra 

nine heads reptile taller than a person with a blade decides to lop a head to pass 

agreeably the path inwhich the hydra assumes 

and the lop 

were two more heads surface from the body of the hydra makes ten 

and lop 

were two more heads surface from the body of the hydra makes eleven 

is a challenge to defeat the hydra 

1 ]  take a few minutes and walk around the hydra 

2 ]  sit a moment and strategy 

 how to defeat the hydra and pass as originally intended in an interest of sport of 

bragging rights of clearing the path for future passing 

_ 

the turtle 
the white sperm whale 
the owl 
the snake 
the bear 
the otter 
the dove 
the nightcrawler after a rain the robin 
the honeybee and the clover 
the fox and the snow and the vole 
red tide 
starfish sand dollar 
the clam the edible clam 
the cricket and myth 
there are thousands of ants 
there are thousands of termites 
and the monkey 
and the monkey watching other monkeys 
and the vulture scavenger and the wolf scavenger and the entemological fly scavenger 
the pollywog 
there are thousands of pollywogs 
the alligator 
the tuna 
and the moth 
and the chrysalis 
and the baby spider bundle web attached to the tree there are thousands of spiders 
and the tiny red spider 
and the gnat swarm and the noceum swarm 
and the tarantula 
the blackbird 
the raven 
the crow 
the redwing blackbird 
the brewers blackbird 
the graybird is blue called the blue jay 
the parrot 
the toucan 
the dissuasion of the prairie hawk 
the bunny 
the sea gull the sound of surf the sea gull the wind 
the beaver and the home of the beaver 

_ 

[cont] 
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[cont] 

mythology and the animal and the character of the animal 

realism were 

folklore 

and pegasus with wings [paegasus] 

and unicorn with horn 

the narwhal 

yeti sasquatch bigfoot 

school of minnows 

caribou migrations 

jackalope 

cerberus 

zoomorphism regards to folk lessons 

anthropomorphism 

and the mask 

and the materials of the mask 

and the way of the individual wearing the mask 
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solipsism xenophobia jingoism hegemony 

and to cause because 

I can 

and how I had no control for the rain [once] 

[them] 

is not [I] I will or will not need eventually address 

[the bastards] [them] 

were the ambassadors too subtle too 

long 
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how romantic 

the ecoterrorist caught the other 

at the forest clearing bulldozer with 

sugar of her own at 

a full moon 

_ 

keep trying your best 

honey 

those zits will go away like 

adolescence 

you are beautiful to me 

[anyway] 

[and always have been] 

[maybe it is the glitter cheek rub] 

[is that what the glitter cheek rub is called] 

_ 

teleology of the environment 

that it provide sustenance 

that it be sustainable beyond my own existence 
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recipe number [ ] 

fried egg sandwich 

oatnut bread 

with pepper jack cheese 

with tomato 

with mayonnaise 

with ketchup 

andwith one point five ounces grain alcohol 

squirt of lemon juice 

topped with tap water 

eight ice cubes 

[fry three eggs] 

[toast bread] 

[melt cheese on eggs] 

andwith potatoes cut to interest 

on cookie sheet with vegetable oil 

andwith onions cut to interest 

on potatoes 

more vegetable oil atop 

sixty minutes at three hundred ninety nine degrees turned at forty minutes 

to be eaten in front of francis ford coppola's _apocalypse now_ with 

sofia blush 
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so I have a new philosophy to include all philosophies 

requires no motor action to express 

[really] 

so there is weather 

I should set my alarm for five thirty in the morning 

it is easy to ritual understanding what will happen next in church 

history is the easy part 

the interpretation of history 

the socially agreeable interpretation of history 

and diet 

[I may get hungry] 

and in the event of postapocalypse [I should plan] 

[like two years of food] 

[like a snowstorm] 

I own a book called _four philosophies and their practice in education and religion_ 

may or may not be relevant 

and the gone windows on the cabin 

four wool blankets are good for now and {what if I require more than four blankets] 

solipsism comes to mind as important in studying and professionally and otherwise without 

care including social interest 

philosophy is related to experience is inclusive of history and one's interpretation of 

history and philosophy is the composite and presented 

or otherwise unsocial which may or may not be 

intentional and 

philosophy 

[of] 
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keeping out the elements 

for there were elements 

the blown sand I do not know and 

the sand dune 

sunburn is spf fifty waterproof 

and when the sun sets at camp 

long sleeves 

the fire 

it were rain and the tent [nor tonight for having packed] the stars are 

clear and 

lucid 

and it is coldest nearto first light sunrise 
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panorama sunrise 

were the ocean all to see 

first light crept light 

horizon is peripheral water is flat 

for the distance is my sight 

the crept sun a cloud atween 

and a clouds are different every 

and yet cold nearto season's end 

crisp for watching and 

the day 

when all is the same 
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word by word 

for there were no meaning until 

and the dictionary inwhich 

audience is mentioned 

word by word 

the way to write a poem is to begin 

[for thinking is not writing] [a proverb is a proverb] 

and whether an idea can be exhausted 

I do not know 

and [about] rhyming 

[okay] 

the nature of free verse poetics is 

teleology 

[teleology] 

and what she wore 

the red dress 

is blue the following week and 

she appears to be eighty five and widowed 

the tide is the reside of the ocean long enough 

for the clammers 

I should look for a recipe and 

campbell's is good 

progresso is good and 

lake clams I am not aware 

word by word 

like a spelling bee and 

there is no meaning to the scripps howard spelling bee 

and to take a word from the scripps howard spelling bee 

attach it to another 

add punctuation at the end 

the prepositional phrase is 

[about] clouds 

[and the writer's relation to the clouds] 

[I] 
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the purple piece of leather 

for the candle 

misshapen 

_ 

cotton paper 

the wind at the park 

blowing 

empty paper and with no words 

_ 

the fire for the water 

cracked and 

a leaves had not started for the season 

_ 

how to acquire 

were there teleologics to acquisition 

[axiologics I cannot say] [and] 

[experience] is efficiency [that] and whether to 

[acquisition] 

_ 

the old candle 

beeswax 

nor plans to light 
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† 

biometry and what of 

said the arcade twenty five cents on paper 

'your lucky numbers are five and eight' 

what of lucky numbers 

once asked password 

'eight' 

luckier than seven 

others believe seven is lucky and 

eight is lucky 

because 

and 'five' 
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phrenology 

I once gave a skalp massage 

I have never cut someone's hair though I once gave a skalp massage 

I did not mention to her a couple of lumps 

I did not want to insult her and 

they did not seem serious 
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on the direction of academia nowadays 

some buildings have elevators 

some podiums weigh seven hundred pounds and plug into a wall 

the dissertations have been removed from one of the library basements 

another library basement has been filled in and covered with cement, -the very library I 

borrowed a book on nonbiological legacy 

legacy may be found in the attic 

I once took a class on research presentation in a renovated home in the attic classroom, 

-up two flights of stairs 

it may be accurate a funding determines a departmental direction if not a single academic 

faculty research direction 

in the absence of united states currency interest in particular research, =a foundational 

studies exist 

I am interested in herbartianism and john dewey and nineteen fifty seven through nineteen 

seventy three and forprofit kindergarten through twelfth grade schools through high 

school graduation age eighteen and childrearing in native cultures ages five through 

eighteen 
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applied anatomy 

were the hand bone connected to 

the shoulder bone 

and the ankles 

the rest 

snd sight unto opposites the corpus collosum and 

the ears 

the senses 

and there were hair that sunburn 

and muscles with strength 

to hold 

her hand 

were not floating in etherealism and 

the rest of her 

nor floating in etherealism 

and to hold 

at the water 

cold water goosebump water 

to a knees 

the surface is morning glass 

I see 
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they got turtles in their ponds 

one once stuck at the curb 

crossing 

they got turtles in their ponds 

sit partial underwater 

the silence of the lilies 

heads above 

turtles are reptiles 

die and leave their shell for finging boys 

to rest on their dresser 

box turtle 

and the garter snake are for boys 

garter snakes do not bite 

garter snakes try to bite though 

garter snakes do not bite 

hold them by their head they flop around 

small garter snake the length of a boy's foot 

large garter snake half the length of a boy 

garter snakes are fast slither fast 

a boy has to dive and or stomp on the back of a garter snake to apprehend the garter 

snake 

a boy can name a garter snake 

I have never named a garter snake 

I have never named a box turtle 

I once was given an hermit crab someone brought home from their vacation I named 'ace' 

I have never had a box turtle as a pet 

some varieties of turtles called terrapins may be as large as eight feet in length 

box turtles are small 

the mature box turtle may be eight inches in length 

turtle soup may or may not taste good 

turtles may eat carrots and lettuce and carrots and lettuce taste good 

if I am not mistakes box turtles have clawed feet terrapins have webbed feet 

turtle egg 

turtle island 

turtle dove is an ornithological bird if I am not mistaken 
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goodness 

the lesser exclamatory to 'godness' 

'goodness' in disbelief the snowfall on power outage 

'goodness' what a vacation a vacation was 

'goodness' in your story of your vacation 

'goodness' upon having been given a crayon drawing by a six year old 

'goodness' the generalization 

'godness' were a particle of god 
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since eighteen fifty seven 

and theory 

were john dewey born 

were spencer 

were haeckel 

were industrialism 

were social darwinism a theory 

natural selection 

on difference 

on lamarck an acquired characteristics unto one's offspring 

an environment qualifies an individual [ultimately] 

[say] [natural consequences] 

[and without controlled environment eg the classroom eg curriculum] 

and to [harness] what is presented [exposure] 

and whether a learner [eg nine years of age] considers the classroom natural [then] 

[natural consequences] are natural consequences 

the same may or may not be said of the home environment of the nine year old 

[natural consequence of a natural environment] 

a different vocabulary to say nature upon conception 

nature is the physical tabula rasa one is born with 

nurture upon nature 

the natural environment presented intentionally and otherwise is the learning 

[consequential] environment 

nurture were a mother 

nurture were a teacher 

nurture were a natural environment [and axiological] [and interpreted] [upon] 

nurture were a literary environment [conceptual] and acted upon 

the theorist mentioning the nature nurture distinction 

[I do not recall the theorist] 

I mention nature as the natural environment is akin to the nurture of the latter theorist 

the consequentialist already assumes the child is born 

the outcome of a class is the student having learned the intended curriculum 

and electricity federal mandate for all of the united states in the nineteen fifties 

a measure of clean clothing plumbing and eventual telephones to rural america 

televisions nineteen fifties 

john dewey death nineteen fifty two 

civil rights and language formation and assassinations and international trade and war 

and competition and environmental concerns and old institutions like religion and old 

ideas and what modern theory is applicable 
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what is art 

the invisible is not art 

the wind is not invisible 

the invisible is not art 

whether thought is invisible [yes] 

what thought represents is not invisible 

the invisible is not art 

to think the carousel and 

the wooden horses upon 

to say social is to say the carousel has been constructed 

with engine to turn the axis rotary 

the children ride the wooden carousel horses 

the parents note the antique wooden carousel horses 

the invisible is not art 

and the poem 

the poem is an idea and 

the actualization of an idea [thus] 

and the published book at the library of poetry 

material [thus] social as presented on the library shelf 

and the poem within is still an idea and without actualization 

to say the published book at the library of poetry is one of eighty seven thousand books 

were there a diminishing book collection at the library 

the library may cease to exist as shelves of books 

the library would be a building with empty shelves 

what is art 

certainly a proven two dimensional painting within an art museum gallery and 

the sculpture at the same gallery 

were art art were someone to insist a material before me is 'art' 

were art art were public funding for new architecture to require ten percent be used to 

integrate in some way 'art' 

and preference 

I am partial to chartreuse fuschia teal presently 

yellow red blue are the three primary colors 

the invisible is not art the inaudible is not art the nonolfactory is not art the 

nonflavored without taste is not art the nontextured the nontemperatured are not art 

art is intentional art is received as value 

art is social 
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why phytoplankton do not jump out of the water 

because the ocean 

phytoplankton cannot jump out of that which they depend upon 

there is a season if I am not mistaken inwhich 

phytoplankton gather in mass 

may be consumed by other species because of the gathering at such times 

and to say a single phytoplankton found value in being airborne 

that a small species enough to eat was perceivable and bychance 

found within itself an [idea] inwhich to fly in some manner 

to eat the smaller animal because 

it looked tasty 

and were the phytoplankton successful and told no other phytoplankton 

and were the phytoplankton observed by another phytoplankton [then] 

what mastery in continuance may or may not be important 

what mastery to other phytoplanktae may or may not be a naturally selective advantage 

for a previous diet is yet available whether a new diet exists or no 

were a perspective of other phytoplanktae akin to 

plato's allegory of the cave 

a temporal matter of phytoplanktae generations 
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to admire mountains is to admire the ocean 

and the river 

and the grand lake I cannot see across 

there are features to cause 

seismic features 

floods 

and freeze 

a river will carve into rock 

a wind will carve into rock 

like time and 

lasts longer than I 

durable to be 

among 

an ocean tide goes goes again 

goes again and 

cause were exterior 

the same time every day I do not know 

and to name the moon and to name a summit is 

a social condition were naming a social condition 

what exists without me I am confident [because] 

I plan to return to my favorite place 

the proper season 

and for perfection 

[the weather the clouds] 
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† 

passion [march twenty four two thousand twenty four] [palm sunday] 

the passion inwhich 

are interest to other 

were there no passion perhaps a lesser interest in other aspects only 

israel is western philosophy 
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ontolithic 

look I have opposable thumbs 

did you hear me [question] [rhetoric] 

anyone [?] 

hello [?] 

and the observation of tool use is no tool use 

and the sharp rock to make a spear [eventual] 
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typology of babies 

one] 

breach baby the sideways baby cannot be stopped and goes no further 

two] 

senile baby would you get the [did I say something] did you feed the dog honey 

three] 

lovey baby and hubby went sporting 

four] 

baby baby [...] 
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plural origins of language 

on the origins of humanity and olduvai gorge 

diaspora 

and language at the olduvai gorge or begins upon a settled diasporadic settlements 

ifso 

a plural etymological etiological foundations to language worldwide and 

an incompatibility of words and possibly phonemes were one to assume similar foundations 

of language 

and were language in modernity a gathering of that which has not met historically 

and were there interest 

I do not know 

there may or may not be hundreds of languages drawn from tens and twenties of 

foundational languages 
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the anatomist of twelve hundred years ago 

ethnoanatomy 

[ethnoastronomy like naming constellations] 

[ethnocartography like naming places on a map] 

[ethnotheoretician having named a scientific relation] 

[ethnoanimalia having named an animal species] 

[ethnoplantae having named a botanic species] 

[ethnomyco having named a mushroom] 

[ethnochef having named a menu recipe] 

were the adam's apple 

on skinny men noticeable 

palms of one's hands 

achille's tendons 

hemispheres 

lobes 

hamstring 

belly button the 

innie the 

outie 

and 

[xyphoid process the fish bird sword from greek] 
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ritual as allegory 

is spring again tomorrow 

the buds first 

on the ground and after 

a walnut 

a maple 

an elm 

tree 

and the birds for sex and the ground animals for sex and the tree animals for sex 

in a month 

a baby robin 

a baby squirrel and 

sunrise is full june twenty human time 
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rain from a window 

like the child 

vacuum 

and the books away 

and the sound of rain 

[fresh] 
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the invention of new proverbs upon the fallibility of previous proverbs 

the path least taken 

the path invented 

becomes a trail were the path importantly destinative and or secretive and 

the original trafficked path remains [thus] 

three paths upon a fork eventual and a forest 

like a game trail eventual and 

overpopulative is a city [the municipal type of city were there an other and or another] 

having gone to the country [said] 

to return to where I started [then] by the roaring fireplace with the newspaper 

[ho hum] 

[what is the weather] [honey] 

and to reach the end of one's life never having accomplished any [thing] 

[and to say so] [out loud] [to the last person in front of phenomenology] 

it was a good run 

[was on the tip of someone's tongue [though]] [I am sure [it was a good run] must have 

been someone's] 

sidewalks are for reason 

that dirt not be compacted and unable to grow grass 

and curbs 

that sidewalks not exists as floating cement ways 

erosion is natural erosion happens everywhere air erosion wind erosion glacial erosion 

mountains are shaped by erosion and rivers 

carve 

consume what is walked upon consumes evidence of humanity consumes game trails 

[circles] [ralph waldo emerson] 
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john dewey and the office of the brain; -socially considered as vocational aspects of 

education 

vocation is social 

vocation is intentional 
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the news anchor who had a baby gained weight after and now has her own five minute 

segment every newsnight and likely takes good care of her child 

the two news anchors who were pregnant at the same time and the meteorologist who was 

pregnant at the same time as well and still anchor and meteorologize and likely take good 

care of their children 

_ 

the war correspondent became a news anchor 

the washington post editorialist talked baseball 

the magazine publisher paid united states currency for his presidential campaign and 

accepted no financial contributions; -his father founded the magazine and published a 

book of poetry 

the broadcast radio personality signed a satellite radio contract 

the white house correspondent for forty years with her newspaper said _a writer is only 

as good as her last article_ 
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single note guitar 

a rapid succession and 

the electric guitar the fretboard like a piano 

the single note pick 

the single note pluck coincides a lefthand fretboard and 

the classical 

three single notes at once and a thumb bassline coincides 

a lefthand fretboard 

[one big pluck of four strings and at the exact sameness in time or one immediately after 

another] [fast] 

and were there greensleeves for jimmy page 

and sting once played the four string bass the lute eventual and 

the ukulele 

who cannot play the ukulele 

g c e a 
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backyard paper lanterns with candles 

the folding chair sunk into the grass 

on one leg 

I was polite and listened to the woman describing 

sex and baseball 

antique stores close at six pm most frequently unless 

the owner is associated with 

the culture of the neighborhood 

and the half full metal trash cans outside 

the white picket fence at 

the sidewalk 

near the mailbox 

and there were no cars 
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about zion national park in black socks and plaid shortsleeved shirt and camera around my 

neck 

there is a tunnel down 

to the valley 

where a river 

and an inner tube service 

to rent an afternoon 

and low water 

was a good time 

my butt dragged 

was a good time nevertheless 

there were trees in season 

and the jungle sounds of birds 

a trickling brook audible enough 

to float most of the time 

three hours in a row 

on my way 

to snowbird 
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about brain offices in an absence of each other 

a doors gently close 

the good old doors latch heavy hickory nor 

squeak 

an old hinges 

the office of the brain 

I could mention biopsychology 

I could mention experience fills a biopsychology and 

what of interpretation including 

preference 

a question of anatomy presently 

whether the hedon 

I have a fondness for orange ice cream with chocolate chips 

[whether I share orange ice cream with chocolate chips] [no] [get your own] [there are 

thirty one flavors] [not including daicquari ice] 
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when the seed tree ceased to exist the tree in front of me disappeared 

for the tree in front of me 

from the seed tree 

[ ] 
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old backcountry 

downhill 

were sponsored salomon 

boots 

bindings 

skis 

[poles] 

would hike in weather from 

the top of the chair to 

the opposite bowl 

after work 

the yellow rope some snowed upon and fallen 
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scabrous poetics 

erotica 

and her hourglass 

form 

shadowed 

and how quiet it is 

to feign sleep 
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Euphoria is a name 

like Verity Euphoria is a name 

kava is an euphoric 

kava is warm were topical 

like Chastity Euphoria is a name 

like Charity Euphoria is a name 

a names are similar to misunderstand 

hello Euphoria 

you have pretty eyes 
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symbols [of education] 

∆ 

√ 

† 

é 

æ 

º 

¶ 

© 

ƒ 

§ 

educere is a word were there a cave and 

child centered education requires a planet 

doctor is a word for teacher 

initiation is no correlative to indoctrination inwhich 

education is nonexistent in phenomenal formation though retrospectively and 

[training] 

a mammal is no training of the isolated [orca] with a fish 

human beings people and semantic variants thereof are no mammals andfor their opposable 

thumbs to hold ropes and move looms across a room to be nearer to a fireplace 

the study of ends are not completed there is more to be completed inwhich to study 

inwhich to ponder inwhich to reckon inwhich to ponder thereof 

symbology and museumism are near in ponderance and anyone can read a book anywhere 

pictographs petroglyphs and glyphys in general are most frequently presented in a closed 

environment as are museum signs next to the glyphs behind glass 

a museum signs are standard times new roman fourteen font excepting the sign which has 

italicized mention of some variety 

there once was a signmaker walked to work 

whether museum signs are education [no] 

whether museums are education [no] 

nor literature 

nor travel 

the fifteen foot tall pink elephant near the interstate highway is not educational nor 

the fifteen foot tall pink elephant with lipstick near another interstate highway seven 

hours away is educational either 

evaluative abcdf are symbols of education 

evaluative qualitative paragraphs are symbols of education 

how a symbol leads upon a completed education assignment formative summative 

grade report diploma 

pencil bookbag 

[allusion] [to studentry] 

the empty classroom from within blackboard wallclock near the 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789 posters the cubbies 

[mastery of content] [presentative] 

[well shaved] [clean underwear] [organic food preference] 

[low child per family ratio] 
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chicken is protein 

beef is protein 

pork is protein 

fish is fish 

beans and rice are protein 

protein is energy 

and the starch the night before is 

stored 

the view 

worth a pause 

in your company 
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eator 

1 

is consumptive 

the concept and concept 

every hunger nor 

misplaced and 

obese and more 

obese 

want 

and this for consumption 

hazard and knowledge and 

trees 

and their discretion and theirs and 

the candle and the flame of the candle and 

the wick were noticed and 

consumed 

eator 

and her 

consumed 

[because] [is said] 

and the dog named sunshine [consumed] 

[for not laying down] [consumed] [is reason] [is said] 

and soul and peace and acrimony and love and hate and hegel and thesis [consumed] [is 

said] and 

[herbart] requiring extra and extra nutritive consumption and 

extra 

the random poet 

[consumed] written on a bathroom stall wall [that is good] [consumed] [because] 

[is said] 

eator the snow the concept of snow 

eator the ocean the concept of tide 

eator what exits a body 

eator the variants of mathematics the variants of cartography including placenames 

[because] 

[I cannot explain the eator and to say what the eator eats] and 

there were a library [eaten] and 

the museum eaten 

the classroom eaten 

the mother eaten the immaculately conceived eaten 

the cross eaten sunday eaten the sabbath eaten celibacy eaten europe eaten 

seven continents eaten and the horizon 

eator 

sand 

the miniscules of sand the particles of sand the molecules of sand 

eaten 

[cont] 
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[cont] 

the bacteria on the sand eaten 

the clouds and what comes of clouds and how clouds form the eator eats responsibility 

like the stars [eaten] 

and religion and language and ritual and ceremony and movement of celestial objects 

[eator] [has already assumed] [assumes presently] 

like the weight of a small anvil [consumed] and 

the hotness necessary to redden an horseshoe and 

when it is cold 

the cold is consumed and assumed is and is not given a name 

the rainbow 

like distaste 

it has only rained recently and [to me] the smell is without CO2 the rain trickles in the 

ditches 

the eator 

eator 

the eator 

eator 

2 

eators 

were an eator established [thus] 

eators 

were an eator convincing 

3 

eator ate the eators 

4 

the sun cannot be helped 

censorship cannot be helped excepting an hammer stapler 

the leaflet 

I reserve subversion and subversive studies for five to eighteen year olds monday through 

friday eight am to three pm 

were diploma 

tabula rasa were john locke john locke were jean jacques rousseau tabula rasa were birth 

tabula rasa were baptism [I mention] tabula rasa were age five entry to kindergarten in 

one's community school 

eator ate the lecture 

eator ate the lecturer 

eator ate the penicillin 

eator ate the iodine 

eator ate the canadian bacon pineapple jalapeno mushroom extra cheese pizza 

eator ate the torpedo 

eator ate aircraft carrier 

eator ate the pentagon 

[cont] 
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[cont] 

eator ate job eator ate the loser eator ate abraham eator ate socrates eator ate the 

phone book eator ate the electrical plug eator ate the paint eator ate the state of maine 

eator ate the state of arizona eator ate the province of nanushkavit something 

yellowknife am I required to know what the eator ate [shall I keep the memo] 

eator ate a clam and felt like eating a clam supposing the clam was eaten and eator did 

the eating 

eator eats 

[whatever] were [whatever] a person named [whatever] 

the barnum and bailey clown tastes good I do not know 

the schrine circus clown tastes good I do not know 

and the barbie doll I do not know tastes good and the star wars action figure tastes good 

and the scarecrow of august derleth's tastes good and 

the crow 

tastes good 

the feather of the crow tastes good 

the beak of the crow tastes good 

the feet of the chicken from the chicken coop transported by san francisco municipal bus 

and dead ten minutes previous from chinatown tastes good and the appearance of the 

chicken foot like sweet and sour chicken tastes good and the trolley tastes good next to 

ben and jerry's photography studio at fisherman's wharf tastes good and the windiest 

street [ever] tastes good and urine tastes good and the grass in golden gate state park 

tastes good and wine and mead honey wine 

protohistory 

is a concept 

[tastes] 

I do not know and 

to say a building is a composite of history believing the future I do not know the 

recital hall nor care to know the recital hall 

eator 

the horse 

the cow the bovine 

the swine 

the chicken 

the sheep 

the language of and 

the dog 

given the dominicans 

given the crusades 

the mosque eaten 

teacher eaten 

I have never seen a stone podium whether stone is digestible 

teleology is eaten by the eator and again 

teleology is eaten by the eator 
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redeye and warbread from a can 

canned bread sweetbread brownbread 

irish 

sweet 

andwith 

folgers two shots 

espresso 

stovetop 

sugar atween 
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in the chapel 

were easter 

lilies 

a chants throughout 

I have not sat in the balcony since I was a child 

where the organ 

today a smaller church 

where the piano 

and the quiet altar boy in 

the black gown 

lace smock atop 

the paten 

[and the patience of the paten] 
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in the chapel [a capella] 

a sounds 

[voice is a sound] 

the empty church and stone walls 

[voice is a sound] 

were midday and a stained glass at 

the west 
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falsetto 

falsetto to a bass is an octave 

and the soprano 

to the bass is attention 
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and when the sundown 

the gradation 

darkness 

andwere bats for a mosquitoes 

the stars 

a one 

and the stars against black 

it is clear 

and the stars to pass to sleep to wake again and the stars a different position 

what night sound and the owl another 

an owl away 

an other territorial owl away 

in an hour when 

first light nor sunrise 

a rustled underbrush a deers to southward 

amble 

nor wind 

itwere a daybirds and starting last 

lightness 

then 

approach 
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rain drive 

steady rain 

windshield 

wipers 

country road headlights 

nor green for april and winter without snow 

nor dead season I 

watched a bud yesterday 

near 

and a sounds of road water 
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flannel 

worn like 

someone just did something outdoorsy like 

chopped wood 

and at the coffee shop like seattle 

I once was at a book store with point two five espresso and 

the cashier register operator was wearing 

flannel 

I have never slept in seattle and 

the police officer on bainbridge island was wearing 

flannel 

for my mossy road speeding ticket 

just the trees about 

the puget sound 

and gary snyder spent a summer clear cutting trees with bulldozer wearing 

flannel 

won the pulitzer prize eventual went to europe 

eventual because 

he said so in a latter book 

there is a band greased their hair 

flannel 

and the dry cleaner with flannel 

to do 

cascadia and its relation to cotton may be related to 

the salmon industry including 

indigenous spear fishing 

I am seeking 

flannel with snap buttons 

I am seeking 

pastel flannel 

I am seeking 

the real flannel 

I am seeking 

a quality band afterwhich the band leader commits suicide 

the drummer becomes the guitarist 

the drummer becomes the lead vocalist 

endorses the anthropomorphic synthetics of deadmaus funk 

remains 

the lead guitarist 
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school house rocks 

saturday 

cartoons 

warner brothers handdrawn complete episodes 

cap'n crunch 

age seven until I started planning saturdays the evening before 

age twelve and 

age seven cap'n crunch the big bowl the big spoon 

pajamas 

six am 

bugs bunny porky pig elmer fudd shooting daffy duck 

school house rocks afore the next 

conjunction junction what's your function 

sponsored by 

the united states department of education 

just a bill waiting on capitol hill 

and the next 

road runner wile e coyote falling 

one thousand feet 

acme anvil in hand [paw] 

[I have never seen a coyote in the wild] 
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air pressure 

the weight of air upon 

air 

sea level is heavy 

[and the sound of waves] 

[sound cannot happen without air] 

[and whether sound happens were there no one to listen] 

the weight of air from the clouds upon 

hilltop and 

a lower clouds a weighted air upon from 

a stratus 

the weight of air within a bicycle tire of 

road dimensions 

a pounds per square inch are equal to eighty five 

the weight of air within a firestone tire upon a 

chrysler 

a pounds per square inch are equal to thirty five 

skateboard wheels do not have air within them 

and the mcdonalds straw of coca cola requires 

an air pressure lesser to the air pressure within 

the waxed cup of coca cola for 

the coca cola enjoyer to enjoy coca cola 

and the water tower on the hill is water pressure so 

[never mind] 

a barometer 

it is eighty five percent barometric pressure today is 

humidity 

[never mind] 

on being in anchorage sea level 

on being in denver five thousand six hundred feet above sea level 

on being in leadville 

on being in silverton 

on being having acclimated to a lower air pressure at altitude for three weeks nor 

difference from 

sea level in regards to aerobic activity and 

runners bicyclists swimmers train at altitude before competing 

[increases oxygen capacity within every blood cell to travel to an higher air pressure 

locality such as sea level iron man=ing in hawaii] 

and clouds drift with wind and 

air pressure is 

related to al roker's report whether 

he wears a fedora or no 
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on bone 

on smoking from bone not so much my interest 

on cremation who could say 

on bone hatchets I am carnivore hear me I am carnivore am I not carnivore were I omnivore 

on bone and plaster on bone and fiberglass were six weeks for an healthier bone [acause] 

a formation about the break site the same bone 

on bone on cannibalism on physical anthropology 

on the discovery of lithic cultures how fascinating afore a geopolitics afore modern 

divisions of land 

on an human skull in a glass cabinet of curiosity 

on a two dimensional tapestry flag with bones 

bone is hard 

bones were sawed in the civil war walt whitman's civil war 

marrow is in the middle of bone and may be nutritive to those who make soup of marrow 

double twelve dominoes are bone 

off bone 

fish are fish trout have bones bone bony 

hambone 

roast beef the bony animal 

lamb with honey the bone on the plate 

the skeletal thanksgiving turkey andwere tryptophan to rest as the skeleton rests 

I associate ribs with saint louis memphis new orleans texas ketchup izza I like spice 

adam was bored gave a rib to divinity 

and the riparian snake has infinite vertebrae infinite ribs from each vertebrae 

molts 

and skin is no relation to osteo bone when I mention bone 

the horned animal and the rhinoceros has no bone in its horn though horn of hair 

and the antler from the head of the 

and the moose 

and teeth and enamel 

and fingernails are not bone 

and cartilage is not bone 

and the central nervous system is within bone 

skull 

thirty two vertebrae 
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the empathics of ontology 

the foundations of experience indicate 

one aspect of one's environment is or is not important 

whereupon one pleasures themself with 

the proper stuffed animal 

long enough to associate her 

[so I say] 

nor an empath actual for 

who could know her [really] and 

the stuffed animal long ago in latter childhood given to 

the faith based donation center [nevertheless] 

an ontological lessons observed and reflected upon are 

not this very moment 

[did you hear me honey] [question] [did I say something] 

and the ontologics of observation are interpretive [thus] 

an individual elsewhere 

cannot be the nature of being and 

whether to believe [anything] exists exterior of the five senses 

and beyond were one literate 

I [personally] assume 

what is presented and received by the senses and 

what is memory and 

what is memory interpreted and reinterpreted as memory is 

foundational to being [say existence] [say saint anselm and regard ontologics as the 

study of [experience] [the idea of experience] [including one's own experience] 

[including an experience[s] of others] and regard ontologics as academic and say an 

academic regard is observational and literary hermeneutic and regard one's actual 

experience of being is no relation to categorical academia] 

the empathics of experience nor the empathics of ontology 

were ontology and ontologics academic ontology and ontologics are social 

whether one empathizes with a baby crying in church and whether one believes a baby 

crying in church should be taken to the screamery 

ontogenics 

upon one's tabula rasa of being born 

ontogenics 

upon one's tabula rasa of baptism 

ontogenics 

upon one's tabula rasa of age five entry into kindergarten in one's neighborhood 

elementary school 

ontogenics from the experience of an individual new to an environment 

ontogenics as an introduction of curriculum the phenomenological introduction and 

assignment of assignment of curriculum by a kindergarten through twelfth grade high 

school graduation teacher and 

the purpose of neighborhood children graduating from high school were 

character 

to keep a model neighborhood 

to introduce and maintain a social environment 

to introduce abc123's 

motivation is and is not empathic 

whether optimism for youth 

whether economic way related to an inescapable necessity 

curriculum is not extracurriculum [I mention again] 
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people named conceptually 

I once met someone named Life 

I said neat name as we shook hands 

River is a movie star and I have never met River even before he died 

I once met someone named Blue 

my little league team played his little league team when we were twelve years old 

I like the name Joy 
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prayer of sleep 

and when I lie 

a clouds 

nor a painted ceiling and eyes aclosed a way and 

there were prayers unto 

a resembled meditation 

[sleep] 

andwere morning the sun were eight hours 

[of] 

_ 

that I 

for sixteen hours among a lighted 

ritual 

nor only for 

diet 

too 

a body requires 

_ 

an anticipates 

[to see is an expectation were 'sight' metaphoric in language] 

tomorrow is nature is saturday and 

overnight unto 

the sabbath 

[then] 

and tomorrow the car is packed with 

tent 

_ 

prayer of sleep 

to sleep among 

nature 
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primordial 

fromwhich 

[emergence myth] 

the ontologics of 

westernism 

and library 

I met a librarian who ignored me 

andwere there bacteriotic rain 

andwere there a particularly active molton core one springtime 

andwere there conditions to cause 

methane to bubble and cool and die 

andwere carbon from 

forest fire to cause 

a rain 

inwhich [and were I to have mentioned lightning and the smell of lightning] 

the primordial community met someone wearing an hat 

andwere breadtrucks good or bad I had not realized 

symbolic forms 

the secular the faith symbolic forms and 

what is on a truck and 

the next truck with 

the same bread 

and civilization as existing to assume a word 

[primordial] 

and with no regard to 

[emergency myth] 

one is a theory like 

[story] 

the germ of future 

connotation to pathological origins 

the spark of future 

connotation to ex nihilo 

is language is speculation 

andwere history the path of history 

the predictability of 

say revisionism [the same story] were 

to understand history in 

a particularities 
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the sale and purchase of offices 

the value of the office 

the office of the president is more than only the president 

the for sale sign 

the offer 

the signatures 

the office sold 
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poesie 

I could define a 

poetics say 

written 

admiration thus 

andwere a birds and croci and loti 

andwere a rainbow and there were no rain 

andwere halo 

andwere moon when a cloud in front 

passed the wind 

andwere the late night crickets when a door were open 

andwere the poetics of history I already know say creative nonfiction 

andwere the smell 

the cut grass 

and there are books in the library made of paper a poets are long dead and a books are 

made of paper 

shelved 

and libraries are quiet and 

with doors 

called architecture from an exterior 

a sign is no poesie 
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ritual as allegory 

I went to the library for 

thursday 

only the weather 

standard were travel having arrived 

ritual 

say a sun rises and [then] 

[the seven day week 
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ritual as allegory 

I will say the progress of springtime were 

snow 

snowmelt 

a scattered snow revealed 

a browned grass and 

greened 

now 

nor have noticed an oriole for the grape jelly left 

the robin and 

the female robin as common 

the rain 

the rain 

the cold rain 

and to notice the cold rain is 

darkness 
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ritual as allegory 

the bead 

the red bead 

the bead 

about the silk 

about the black silk silk is bendable and silk is not made of wire and 

knots are what can be tied of silk and 

atween a bead beads bead 

the length of one's neck 

[worn] 
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